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Power Allocations in Minimum-Energy SER

Constrained Cooperative Networks

Behrouz Maham, Are Hjørungnes, and Mérouane Debbah

Abstract

In this paper, we propose minimum power allocation strategies for repetition-based amplify-

and-forward (AF) relaying, given a required symbol error rate (SER) at the destination. We consider

the scenario where one source and multiple relays cooperate to transmit messages to the destination.

We derive the optimal power allocation strategy for two-hop AF cooperative network that minimizes

the total relay power subject to the SER requirement at the destination. Two outstanding features of

the proposed schemes are that the power coefficients have a simple solution and are independent of

knowledge of instantaneous channel state information (CSI). We further extend the SER constraint

minimum power allocation to the case of multi-branch, multihop network, and derive the closed-

form solution for the power control coefficients. For the case of power-limited relays, we propose

two iterative algorithms to find the power coefficients for the SER constraint minimum-energy

cooperative networks. However, these power minimization strategy does not necessarily maximize

the lifetime of battery-limited systems. Thus, we propose two other AF cooperative schemes which

consider the residual battery energy, as well as the statistical CSI, for the purpose of lifetime

maximization. Simulations show that the proposed minimum power allocation strategies could

considerably save the total transmitted power compared to the equal transmit power scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative communications [1], [2] exploit the spatial diversity inherent in multiuser

systems by allowing users with diverse channel qualities to cooperate and relay each other’s
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messages to the destination. Each transmitted message is passed through multiple independent

relay paths and, thus, the probability that the message fails to reach the destination is

significantly reduced. Although each user may be equipped with only one antenna, their

relays form a distributed antenna array to achieve the diversity gain of a MIMO system.

Several cooperation strategies with different relaying techniques have been studied in [2], e.g.,

amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF), selective relaying (SR), etc.. Distributed

space-time codes (DSTC) have also been used to improve the bandwidth efficiency of

cooperative transmissions (see, e.g., [3–5]).

Power efficiency is a critical design consideration for wireless networks such as ad-hoc and

sensor networks, due to the limited transmission power of the nodes. Therefore, choosing

the appropriate relays to forward the source data, as well as the transmit power levels of

all the nodes become important design issues. Several power allocation strategies for relay

networks were studied based on different cooperation strategies and network topologies in

[6]. In [7], we proposed power allocation strategies for repetition-based cooperation that

take both the statistical CSI and the residual energy information into account to prolong the

network lifetime while meeting the BER QoS requirement of the destination. Distributed

power allocation strategies for decode-and-forward cooperative systems are investigated in

[8]. Power allocation in three-node models are discussed in [9] and [10], while multi-hop relay

networks are studied in [11–13]. Recent works also discuss relay selection algorithms for

networks with multiple relays, which result in power efficient transmission strategies. Recently

proposed practical relay selection strategies include pre-select one relay [14], best-select

relay [14], blind-selection-algorithm [15], informed-selection-algorithm [15], and cooperative

relay selection [16]. In [17], an opportunistic relaying scheme is introduced. According to

opportunistic relaying, a single relay among a set of R relay nodes is selected, depending

on which relay provides for the best end-to-end path between source and destination. All

of these proposed methods result in power efficient transmission strategies. However, the

common theme is that, the implementation of these algorithms which are based on mini-

mizing the received SNR require substantial feedback for estimating the instantaneous CSI

of communication channels. To overcome the obstacles of these methods, average symbol

error rate (SER) of the received signal can be used to design the power coefficients, which

depends on the statistical CSI of channels and SER is also a more reliable criterion compared

to the received SNR. Recently, in [18], a power allocation scheme was proposed based on

minimizing the average SER at the destination for a single relay case. However, the achieved
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SER is a function of complicated gamma functions. In contrast, in this work our objective is

minimizing the transmit power given a constraint on the required SER at the destination. The

asymptotic SER expression used in this paper leads to simple and efficient power allocation

strategies.

In sensor networks, where the replacement of batteries is prohibitive, the problem of

lifetime maximization has become increasingly important and has been extensively studied

in this context (see, e.g., [19–21]). Most of the existing work in power allocation in relay

networks do not consider the residual battery energy at each node. Without balanced energy

consumption among nodes, some parts of the network may run out of battery and rapidly

become nonfunctional while other parts may still have a large amount of remaining energy.

To extend the network lifetime, the selection strategies based on the instantaneous CSI were

used in [21] and [22]. With these strategies, the network lifetime can be extended considerably

when compared to the power allocation that depends only on the channel conditions. However,

in these strategies, instantaneous CSI should be available in the relays. In the sensor network

literature, the network lifetime is mostly defined as the duration of time for which all sensors

are active. This may not be a suitable definition since the operability of the system is not

governed by the life/death of a single sensor. In the context of our interest, the network is

said to be "dead" if the target SER QoS at the destination cannot be achieved. In this case,

the death of a user due to energy depletion will cause a loss in diversity and robustness, but

the system may still maintain the desired QoS.

In this paper, we propose power allocation strategies that take both the statistical CSI and

the residual energy information into account to prolong the network lifetime while meeting

the SER QoS requirement of the destination. In particular, we focus on the repetition-based

AF cooperation scheme in an environment with one source transmitting to the destination

through multiple relays that form a distributed antenna array employing the repetition-based

cooperation [23]. In [21] and [22], the received instantaneous SNR at the destination is

assumed as a required QoS. However, SER is a more meaningful metric to be considered as

QoS. Moreover, our proposed power allocation scheme is independent of the knowledge of

instantaneous CSI at the relay nodes. Thus, the proposed scheme can easily be employed in

practical low-complex wireless relay networks, like sensor networks. In [23] and [24], uniform

power allocation among the source and relays is assumed for a given SER constraint, which

is not efficient in term of network lifetime maximization. Here, we propose algorithms that

maximize the network lifetime with SER constraint in AF based cooperative networks given
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in [23].

Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:

1) We derive the optimal power allocation strategy in AF cooperative network that mini-

mizes the total relay power subject to the SER requirement at the destination.

2) We extend the SER constraint minimum power allocation scheme to the multi-branch,

multihop case, and derive the corresponding closed-form power allocation.

3) We propose two iterative algorithms for finding the power control coefficients when we

put an upper-bound threshold on the individual transmit power of each relay.

4) We propose power allocation strategies that maximize the network lifetime given a

required SER constraint for energy-limited nodes in the cooperative network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we consider power

control optimization problems in multi-branch two-hop relay networks. The minimum power

allocation strategies subject to the average SER requirement at the destination for multi-

branch, multihop scenario are presented in Section III. In Section IV, power allocation

strategies for network lifetime maximization are presented for two-hop multi-branch scheme.

In Section V, the preference of the proposed schemes in terms of power minimization and

lifetime maximization is demonstrated through numerical simulations. Some conclusions are

presented in Section VI.

II. POWER ALLOCATION IN SER CONSTRAINT MULTI-BRANCH COOPERATIVE

NETWORKS

In this section, we propose power control optimization problems in multi-branch two-hop

relay networks (see Fig. 1). In the first scenario, the minimum power allocation subject to

the SER constraint is considered. In the second scenario, we add another constraint on the

individual power transmission from each relay.

A. System Model

We consider a wireless relay network with one source node s, one destination node d,

and N passive nodes that have a capability of serving as a relay. Here, the term passive

is used to show that these nodes do not have their own information to transmit and they

can only be used as a relay to retransmit the source node messages. Similar assumptions

are made in [25]. Each passive node is powered by a battery with Ein initial energy. It is

assumed that each node is equipped with a single antenna. Note that by using the orthogonal
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transmissions such as TDMA/OFDMA, the assumed setting can be turned into multiuser

scenario. That is, in each time/frequency sub-channel, one node is considered as source and

the remaining nodes act as relay nodes to retransmit the chosen source’s data. Also, using the

relay selection strategy based on [26], our derived power allocation schemes can be employed

in networks with interference. In [26], the network is divided to relay zones (clusters). Inside

each zone we can apply a two-phase cooperative scheme for a source and relays inside the

relay zone. However, relays also receive interferences from the sources and relays outside of

the relay zone. If the amount of signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is higher than

a certain threshold, a potential relay is selected as a relay. Then, by assuming the remaining

interference as Gaussian noise, we can apply the power allocation studied in this paper to

the source and relays inside each relay zone.

In [23], the amplification coefficients are chosen so that all stations in the network have the

same transmit power. However, here, the optimum transmitted power from each relay will be

calculated to minimize the total transmitted power subject to satisfying the required SER QoS

at the destination. Using an appropriate relay selection strategy, R relays are selected among

the N passive nodes in the network. Fig. 1 shows an example of a multi-branch network with

R relays {r1, r2 . . . , rR}. We assume that each link undergoes independent Rayleigh process.

Assuming that the source and relay terminals transmit their signals through orthogonal

channels, the destination terminal receives R+1 independent copies of the transmitted signal.

Then, maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used to detect the transmitted symbols. With R

relay terminals, the system SER at high signal to noise ratios is given by [27, Eq. (33)]

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

γsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

γsr

+
1

γrd

)
, (1)

where C(R) is defined as

C(R) =

R+1∏
j=1

(2j − 1)

2(R + 1)!
,

k is a constant which depends on the type of modulation used (e.g., k = 2 sin2(π/M) for M -

PSK), and γsd, γsr, and γrd are the average signal-to-noise ratios of the source-to-destination,

source-to-rth relay, and rth relay-to-destination links, respectively.

Without loss of generality, we are assuming that the additive noise has unit variance at the

destination and the relays. Thus, with R relay terminals operating under amplify-and-forward
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repetition based transmission, the SER in (1) can be rewritten as

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

εsΩsr

+
1

εrΩrd

)
, (2)

where εs and εr are the transmitted power from the source node and the rth relay, respectively.

For any two nodes, p and q, Ωpq = 1/dν
pq is the path-loss coefficient, where dp,q is the distance

between nodes p and q, and ν is the path-loss exponent, which is typically lies in the range

of 2 ≤ ν ≤ 6.

B. Minimum Power Allocation for SER Constrained Network

Unlike [23] and [24], in which uniform power allocation among the source and relays is

assumed, we optimize the transmitted power by each relay by minimizing the total trans-

mitted power from relays subject to the average SER requirement at the destination. Given

the knowledge of the average channel coefficients, the power allocation problem can be

formulated as

min
{ε1,...,εR}

R∑
r=1

εr,

s.t.
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

εsΩsr

+
1

εrΩrd

)
≤ SER,

εr ≥ 0, for r = 1, . . . , R, (3)

where SER is the required QoS at the destination. Since the source node does not contribute

in the second phase of the transmission, the summation in the objective function in (3) is done

over the transmission power of the selected relays. Finding the optimum value of the source

transmission power, εs, depends on the type of the multiple-access technique that select each

node as a source for a given channel. Therefore, we assumed the fixed transmission power

from the source node. Before deriving the optimal solution for the problem given in (3), the

following theorem is presented.

Theorem 1: The optimum power allocation ε1, . . . , εR in the optimization problem stated

in (3) is unique.

Proof: The objective function in (3) is a linear function of the power allocation parameters,

and thus, it is a convex function. Hence, it is enough to prove that the first constraint in (3),

i.e.,

f(ε1, . . . , εR) =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

εsΩsr

+
1

εrΩrd

)
− SER, (4)
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with Df = {εr ∈ (0,∞), r ∈ {1, . . . , R} | f(ε1, . . . , εR) ≤ 0}, f : Df −→ R, f(ε1, . . . , εR)

is a convex function. From [28], it can be verified that f(ε1, . . . , εR) is a posynomial function,

which is a strict convex function. By showing (analytically) that the Hessian of f is positive

semi-definite, it can be shown that the function is convex (on the nonnegative orthant).

The SER expression in (2) can be rewritten as

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

gr, (5)

where functions gr are defined as follows

gr =
1

εsΩsr

+
1

εrΩrd

. (6)

The solution of the optimal power allocation strategy in (3) is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 2: For the set of selected relays in the network, the optimum power allocation

ε1, . . . , εR in the optimization problem stated in (3) can be written as

εr =
εsΩsrC(R)

SER kR+1ε2
sΩsdΩr,dΩsr −ΩrdC(R)

R∏
i=1
i6=r

gi

R∏
i=1
i6=r

gi, (7)

for r = 1, . . . , R.

Proof: The Lagrangian of the problem stated in (3) is

L(ε1, . . . , εR) =
R∑

r=1

εr + λf(ε1, . . . , εR). (8)

For nodes r = 1, . . . , R with nonzero transmitter powers, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are

∂

∂εr

L(ε1, . . . , εR) = 1 + λ
∂

∂εr

f(ε1, . . . , εR) = 0, (9)

where
∂

∂εr

f(ε1, . . . , εR) = −C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

1

ε2
rΩrd

R∏
i=1
i6=r

gi. (10)

Using (9) and (10), we have

ε2
r = λ

C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsdΩrd

R∏
i=1
i6=r

gi, (11)

for r = 1, . . . , R.

Since the strong duality condition [28, Eq. (5.48)] holds for convex optimization problems,

we have λf(ε1, . . . , εR) = 0 for the optimum point. If we assume that the Lagrange multiplier

λ has a positive value, we have f(ε1, . . . , εR) = 0, which is equivalent to

SER =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

gr. (12)
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Dividing both sides of equalities (11) and (12), we can find the Lagrange multiplier as

λ =
ε2

r

SER

(
Ωrd

εsΩsr

+
1

εr

)
. (13)

Substituting λ from (13) into (11) we get (7).

It is important to note that εr in (7) is always positive. To show this, it is sufficient to

show that the denominator in (7) is positive. Replacing SER from (12) in the denominator

of (7), it can be verified that the inequality

εsΩsr

εrΩrd

> 0,

which is always true by choosing some positive initial value for εr, is equivalent to the

positivity of (7). Since the left side of the first constraint in (3) goes to infinity, as εr → 0

for any r, all of the power coefficients of the optimization problem in (3) are non-zero.

The optimal power allocation scheme proposed in Theorem 2 can be easily solved with

initializing some positive values for εr, r = 1, . . . , R, and using (7) in an iterative manner. By

using Theorem 1, it is obvious that utilizing the mentioned approach leads to the optimum

points of power allocation coefficients.

C. Minimum Power Allocation in SER and per Relay Power Constraint Cooperative Networks

Another scenario in SER constraint cooperative networks is that we put further constraint

on the individual transmitted power from each relay. The underlying problem is more feasible

compared to that studied in the previous subsection. The reason is that the limited-energy

batteries usually have a certain bound on the transmitted power during each step. That is, we

add the constraint εr ≤ P0 to the problem stated in (3), where P0 is the threshold power for

the largest possible value of the transmitted power from each relay. Hence, we reformulate

the power optimization problem as

min
{ε1,...,εR}

R∑
r=1

εr,

s.t.
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

εsΩsr

+
1

εrΩrd

)
≤ SER,

0 ≤ εr ≤ P0, for r = 1, . . . , R, (14)

Although this problem is convex (due to the reasons explained in proof of Theorem 1),

because of the power constraint on each relay, obtaining a closed-form solution is not possible.

Thus, in the following we propose a simple algorithm to reach the optimum point in an
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iterative manner. For solving this problem, we denote the set of active constraints by R =

{r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} | 0 ≤ εr ≤ P0}. Thus, for those relays in R, we can first use the solution

derived for the problem stated in Theorem 2. In order to specify R (i.e., find εr’s that are

positive and less than P0) we have to perform a search on λ similar to the well-known

procedure for computing the capacity of parallel Gaussian channels (see, e.g., [29, page

252]).

After initializing εr’s, r = 1, . . . , R, with some small positive values, we can calculate the

updated value of εr from (11) as a function of λ. That is εr =
√

λαr, where αr is a positive

real value. Then, we use (6) and (12), and by replacing εr in gr with P0 − (P0 −
√

λαr)
+,

we compute λ. Here (x)+ denotes (x)+ = max{0, x}.

By repeating the procedure stated above, the optimum εr’s with desired accuracy is achieved.

Table 1 summarizes the algorithm given above for solving (14). By observing Theorem 1,

and since a set of linear constraints εr ≤ P0 are added to the problem stated in (3), the

optimization problem (14) has a unique solution. This confirms that the algorithm explained

in Table 1 converges to the global optimum point.

III. POWER ALLOCATION IN CONSTRAINT MULTI-BRANCH, MULTIHOP COOPERATIVE

NETWORKS

In this section, we propose power control optimization problems in multi-branch, multihop

networks (see Fig. 2). Here, we extend the the work done in Section II for the case that each

branch has multihop transmissions.

Let us consider a cooperative system with R + 1 diversity branches {B0, B1, . . . , BR} as

depicted in Fig. 2, where by convention the diversity branch B0 corresponds to the direct

path. Branch Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , R, is composed of Ni relays {ri,1, . . . , ri,Ni
}. The Rayleigh

faded channel coefficients between the relays ri,j and ri,j+1 of branch Bi are denoted by fi,j ,

with fi,0 being the channel coefficient between the source and the first relay in branch Bi

and fi,Ni
being that between the last relay and the destination in branch Bi. Relying on the

results of Subsection II-A, we are ready to obtain a power allocation of SER constrained

multi-branch, multihop transmissions.

Here, without loss of generality, we are assuming the unit-variance additive noise at

the destination and relays. Thus, with relay terminals operating under amplify-and-forward

repetition based transmission, the system error probability (SEP) at high signal to noise ratios
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that is derived in [23] can be rewritten as

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
i=1

(
1

εsΩsi

+

Ni∑
n=1

1

εi,nΩi,n

)
, (15)

where εs and εi,n are the transmitted power from the source node and the nth relay in the ith

branch Bi, respectively. Furthermore, Ωi,m is the path-loss coefficients of the link between

the relays ri,m and ri,m+1 of branch Bi, with Ωi,Ni
being that between the last relay and the

destination.

Here, we optimize the transmitted power from each relay by minimizing the total transmit-

ted power from the relays subject to the average SER requirement at the destination. Given

the knowledge of the average channel coefficients, i.e. path-loss coefficients, the optimal

power allocation problem can be formulated as

min
εr,n

R∑
r=1

Nr∑
n=1

εr,n,

s.t.
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

(
1

εsΩsr

+
Nr∑
n=1

1

εr,nΩr,n

)
≤ SER,

εr,n ≥ 0, for n = 1, . . . , Nr, r = 1, . . . , R. (16)

Before deriving the optimal solution for the problem given in (16), the following theorem is

presented.

Theorem 3: The optimum power allocation εr,n in the optimization problem stated in (16)

is unique.

Proof: Proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

The SER expression in (15) can be rewritten as

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsd

R∏
r=1

ψr, (17)

where ψr is defined as follow

ψr =
1

εsΩsr

+
Nr∑
n=1

1

εr,nΩr,n

. (18)

The optimal power allocation strategy for the problem in (16) is shown in the theorem below.

Theorem 4: For the set of selected relays in the network, the optimum power allocation

εr,n in the optimization problem stated in (16) can be written as

εr,n =
C(R)

SERkR+1εsΩsdΩr,n −Ωr,nC(R)


 1

εsΩsr

+
Nr∑
i=1
i6=r

1

εi,nΩi,n




R∏
i=1
i6=r

ψr

R∏
i=1
i 6=r

ψr (19)
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for n = 1, . . . , Nr, r = 1, . . . , R.

Proof: Similar to the procedure given in the proof of Theorem 2 to express the power

control coefficients as a function of λ, we can evaluate εr,n as

ε2
r,n = λ

C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsdΩr,n

R∏
i=1
i6=r

ψi, (20)

for r = 1, . . . , R. Using (17) and (20), we can find λ as

λ =
ε2

r,n

SER


 1

εsΩsr

+
Nr∑
i=1
i6=r

1

εi,nΩi,n


 . (21)

Substituting λ from (21) into (20) we get (19).

In the case of relays with individual power constraint, the similar approach as the case

of two-hop multi-branch cooperative network, which is discussed in Subsection II-C, can be

employed. For the purpose of brevity, we avoid to explain the details. In Table 2, we present

an algorithm for computing the power coefficients in an iterative manner. Note that βr,n in

Table 2 is defined as

βr,n =

√√√√√
C(R)

kR+1

1

εsΩsdΩr,n

R∏
i=1
i6=r

ψi. (22)

IV. POWER ALLOCATION STRATEGIES FOR NETWORK LIFETIME MAXIMIZATION

One important goal of power allocation in wireless networks is to prolong the lifetime of

the battery-powered devices. The network lifetime is no longer maximized with the optimal

power allocation strategy described in Section II. Therefore, we design adaptive cooperative

schemes, in which after battery depletion of some of the nodes, the network could still operate.

Most previous work on this subject defines the network lifetime as the time when one or

several users are depleted with energy [21]. However, this definition does not accurately

characterize the duration in which the network operates properly in a cooperative system.

Another way of defining the lifetime of the network is when the target SER at the destination

cannot be achieved with a certain probability. We consider the system consisting of R two-hop

branches as shown in Fig. 1.

Two power allocation strategies, in which energy limitation of each relay is taken into

account are given below.
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A. Adaptive Power Maximal Residual Energy Strategy

Based on the power minimization in Section II, we will present a simple algorithm to

maximize the duration for which the destination achieve the required SER.

First, all nodes are initialized by the potential transmit power equal to the source node,

i.e., εs and the number of selected relays set to R = N . Then, the metrics gir from (6) is

calculated for all the non-depleted nodes in the network, where ir, r = 1, 2, . . . , R is the index

of set of nodes that their residual energy is higher than the calculated transmitted power in

the previous stage. Then, the optimum values of εir are calculated from the power allocation

strategy presented in Section III. The residual battery energy of relays are represented by

Eir(n), r = 1, 2, . . . , R, where n is the time index. In fact, Eir(n) denote the remaining

energy of the ir-th relay at the end of n-th data transmission. Note that, without loss of

generality, the energy comsumed in the transmitter circuitry is neglected. If the calculated

transmitted power is less than the residual energy Eir(n), the network can operate by the

selected number of relays. In this manner, the required SER at the destination is fulfilled

and, at the same time, the transmitted power from the energy-limited relays is minimized.

If the residual energy at the irth relay, Eir(n), becomes less than the estimated transmitted

power coefficient εir , the depleted relay would be removed from the network. This procedure

is iterated until the number of nodes which have residual energy longer than the required

transmit power for achieving the given SER becomes zero. Table III shows the proposed

maximal residual energy strategy to find the power control coefficients for maximizing the

network lifetime.

B. Equal Power Maximal Residual Energy Strategy

In this scheme, equal power allocation across the source node and the selected relays is

used. Therefore, the statistical knowledge of channel coefficients and the power allocation of

other nodes are not required for computing the scaled factor of each relay. Note that, in the

power allocation strategy proposed in Section II, calculating the optimum power coefficients

εr requires the knowledge of all statistical channel information of the network as well as

the updated value of the power coefficients of the other nodes. However, for increasing the

network lifetime using the equal power strategy, a procedure similar to the algorithm proposed

in Table I is employed. We define the hi as

hr =
1

Ωsr

+
1

Ωrd

. (23)
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Thus, the SER expression in (2) can be written as

P e =
C(R)

kR+1

1

εR+1
s Ωsd

R∏
r=1

hr. (24)

The number of the relays is selected such that the calculated P e from (24) becomes less than

the required SER at the destination. Table IV shows the proposed maximal residual energy

strategy with equal power allocation to maximize the network lifetime.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performances of the power allocation/relay selection strategies for

maximizing the network lifetime are studied through Monte Carlo simulations. The AF model

wireless relay network based on the repetition-based codes is considered. The transmitted

symbols are modulated as BPSK. We fixed the transmitted power from the source node as

εs. Assume that the relays and the destination have the zero-mean, unit-variance additive

noise. The relays are located randomly in the network and all the corresponding links have

Rayleigh flat fading with variance Ωpq, where p and q are two nodes in the network. The

source-to- destination link assumed to have a distance equal to 1, which implies Ωsd = 1.

The QoS requirement for the SER at the destination is assumed to be 10−5.

Fig. 3 compares the optimum power allocation scheme derived in Section II-B with the

system with equal power allocation among selected relays and the source. In [24], this relay

selection scheme introduced to select relays based on their positions to achieve a given SER.

The number of the nodes that can be selected as relays is assumed to be N = 14. We assumed

that dsr is uniformly distributed between 1/4 and 3/4 in a line connecting the source to the

destination, and path-loss exponent ν is equal to 2. It can be seen that the optimum power

allocation scheme vastly preserve the power consumption in the network for achieving the

given SER QoS at the destination. Fig. 3 demonstrates the average total transmitted power

from the relays versus the transmitted power from the source. Increasing εs the average

transmitted power from the relays decrease considerably for achieving the required SER at

the destination. However, since in [24] it is assumed that the relays transmit the same value

of power as the source, increasing the value of εs, the total transmission power from the

relays increases, which is not desirable when relays have limited-energy supplies. Moreover,

as it is shown in Fig. 3, at high SNR values, the number of selected relays are decreasing,

which causes the well-located relays deplete fast and network becomes dead. Observing

Fig. 3, it can also be seen that using the algorithm given in [24], the outage occurs with a εs
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corresponding to 0 and 2 dB. That is, the equal power allocation with relay selection scheme

in a network consisting of N = 14 nodes cannot achieve the required SER of 10−5 at low

SNR values.

Fig. 4 compares the average consumed transmit power of each relay for different scenarios

studied in Section II. We consider the the same assumptions as for Fig. 3. One can observe

that by adding the upper-bound constraint on the transmit power of each relay, performance

degradation in lower value of εs occurs for the case of P0 = 7dB. Nevertheless, putting the

upper-bound threshold on transmit power causes fairer distribution of power among nodes

and augmenting the network lifetime. We have used the algorithm given in Table I for power-

limited, minimum power scheme.

In Fig. 5, the average network lifetime with respect to the initial energy at each node is

depicted versus the number of potential relays in the network. The initial battery energy of

the relays is assumed to be equal, i.e., Er(0) = E0 for all r. Specifically, we take E0 to be

an integer multiple of εs, i.e., E0 = 100εs. We compare the lifetime performance of adaptive

power maximal residual energy strategy proposed in Subsection IV-A with minimal transmit

power strategy derived in Section II for different values of εs. In both strategies the network

lifetime increases with the number of relays due to the increased spatial diversity gain. The

maximal residual energy strategy has a higher average lifetime in all cases.

We compare the lifetime performance of equal power allocation among nodes with equal

power maximal residual energy strategy, which is given in Subsection IV-B, for different

numbers of relays and a limited total battery energy at relays in Fig. 6. The average network

lifetime of two schemes are examined for different values of εs. It can be seen that as

εs decreases, it is more probable that outage occurs when the number of available potential

relays (N ) is small. In addition, it can be seen that using the maximal residual energy strategy

with equal power allocation strategy, network lifetime increases with the number of relays.

However, in the other scheme (dashed line) which allocates the equal power allocation among

the selected nodes, the network would be dead if the selected well-located relays depleted.

Fig. 6 in fact is a subplot of Fig. 5, but to show more details, Fig. 6 is extracted out and

shown by itself. Comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows that using the proposed power allocation

in this paper a substantial gain in term of network lifetime will be obtained comparing to

equal power strategies.

In Fig. 7, we consider a multihop wireless network which takes into account the direct

path from the source to the destination, as a network shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 7 shows the total
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transmit power of a system described in Section III versus the number of relays for different

source transmit powers and path-loss exponent ν. The required SER QoS at the destination

is 10−3. As it can be observed, by increasing the number of hops the total required transmit

power from relays decreases. It is also obvious that as εs goes up, the relays can transmit

less power.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed power allocation strategies for AF cooperative networks that

take both the statistical CSI and the residual energy information into account to prolong the

network lifetime while meeting the SER QoS requirement of the destination. We derived

iterative solutions for the minimum power allocation among relays in both multi-branch,

two-hop and multi-branch, multihop topologies. Simulations demonstrated that the proposed

minimum power allocation strategies could considerably save the total transmitted power

comparing to the equal transmit power scheme. Furthermore, it is shown that using adaptive

cooperative algorithms, the network lifetime increased comparing to the static cooperation

schemes, in which the network could not operate after battery depletion of some of the nodes.
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TABLE I

MINIMUM POWER SER CONSTRAINT STRATEGY WITH LIMITED-ENERGY RELAYS

Initialize εr , r = 1, . . . , R, with some small positive values.

Recursion:

Calculate εr form (11) as a function of λ.

Find λ using (12), and by replacing εr in gr with P0 − (P0 −
√

λαr)
+.

Repeat the recursion until the desired accuracy is reached.

TABLE II

MINIMUM POWER SER CONSTRAINT STRATEGY WITH LIMITED-ENERGY RELAYS IN MULTIHOP, MULTI-BRANCH

COOPERATIVE NETWORK

Initialize εr,n, n = 1, . . . , Nr , r = 1, . . . , R, with some small positive values.

Recursion:

Calculate εr form (20) as a function of λ.

Find λ using (17), and by replacing εr,n in ψr with P0 − (P0 −
√

λ βr,n)+

and by replacing P e with the QoS requirement SER.

Repeat the recursion until the desired accuracy is reached.

TABLE III

ADAPTIVE POWER MAXIMAL RESIDUAL ENERGY STRATEGY

Initialization:

R = N , n = 1,

εi = εs, for i = 1, . . . , N

Recursion 1:

Calculate gir , r = 1, . . . , R

Calculate the optimum values of εir from (7)

if εir ≤ Eir (n) for all r = 1, . . . , R

Recursion 2

n = n + 1; transmit data

Eir (n) = Eir (n− 1)− εir , for r = 1, . . . , R

if εir > Eir (n) for some r = 1, . . . , R

stop Recursion 2

Remove nodes with εir > Eir (n)

R = R− number of removed nodes

if R ≤ 0

stop Recursion 1
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TABLE IV

EQUAL POWER MAXIMAL RESIDUAL ENERGY STRATEGY

Initialization:

R = 1, n = 1,

εi = εs, for i = 1, . . . , N

Recursion 1:

Calculate hi, i = 1, . . . , N

Select R terminals that have lowest value of hi

Sort all hr such that h1 < h2 < . . . < hR

if C(R)/((εsk)R+1Ωsd)
QR

r=1 hr < SER

if εs < Er(n) for all r = 1, . . . , R

Recursion 2

n = n + 1; transmit data

Er(n) = Er(n− 1)− εs, for r = 1, . . . , R

if εs > Er(n) for some r = 1, . . . , R

Remove depleted nodes

N = N − number of depleted nodes

stop Recursion 2

R = R + 1

if R > N

stop Recursion 1

Fig. 1. Wireless relay network consisting of a source s, a destination d, and R relays.
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Fig. 2. Wireless relay network with multihop, multi-branch transmission.
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